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Abstract 
A Markov model for language syntax an~ its use in a text recognition algorithm is 

proposed. Syntactic constraints are described by the transition probabilities between 
classes. The confusion between the feature string for a word and the syritactic classes is 
also described probabilistic ally. A modification of the Viterbi algorithm is also pr0-

posed that finds a fixed number of sequences of syntactic classes for a given sentence 
that have' the highest probabilities of occurrence, given the feature strings for the words. 

~~~"_ex~ental~p1icatio~_Qf1bis_ap-pmac.h is .demQllmated"with~ __ wQrdhY-PQ1h~siza~. 
tionalgorithm that produces a number of guesses about the identity of each wOrd in a 
running text. It is shown that· the Viterbi algorithm can significantly reduce the number 
of words that can possibly match an image. 

1. Introduction 

Text recognition algorithms often process only images of isolated characters. This 
is sometimes followed by a post-processing step that uses information from a dictionary 
of allowable words to correct recognition errors. Additional kn()wledge above the level 
of individual words can also be used to correct for recognition errors. An example 
includes the use of semantics of a constrained domain (chess games) to improve charac
ter recognition [1]. the transitions between pairs of wordshav~ also. been used to 
improve a word recognition technique [7]. 

Language level syntax has also been employed to improve word recognition by 
reducing the number of alternatives for the identity of a word [8]. This was done by us
ing binary constraints ·between a group of words with the same shape and the syntactic 
classes that could follow them. The constraints were compiled from a training text and 
applied to restrict the decisions for the syntactic class of a word to be consistent with the 
shape of -the previous word. Even this limited binary information was shown 
to be effective at reducing the 'average number of words that could match any image. 

"Incorporation of a Markov Model of Language Syntax. in a Text Recognition Algorithm" by J.J. Hull from Proc. Symp. Document 
Analysis and Information Retrieval, 1992, pp. 174-185, reprinted with pennission. 
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This paper proposes to model English grammar as a Markov process where the 
probability that any grammatical class will be observed is dependent on the class of the 

previous word.1 This model is applied to text recognition by first using a word recogni
tion algorithm to supply a number of alternatives for the identity of each word. The 
syntactic categories of the alternatives for the words in a sentence are then input to ~ 
modified Viterbi algorithm that determines sequences of syntactic classes that include 
each word. An alternative for a word decision is output only if its syntactic class . 
included in at least one of these sequences. The Markov model improves wOld recogui
tion performance if the number of alternatives for a word are reduced without removing 
the correct choice. 

The rest of this paper briefly introduces an algorithm for word recognition. This is 
followed by a description of how a Markov model of language syntax is incorporated in 
this model. The modified Viterbi algorithm proposed in this paper is then described. 
The performance of this technique in reducing the number of alternatives for words in a 
sample of text is then discussed. 

2. Text Recognition Algorithm 

The recognition algorithm that incorporates the Markov model of syntax conWns 
the three steps shown in Figure 1. The input is a sequence of word images 

..... wT,·i-:::;-l,2, .. ·• . ...The hYP9thes.isg~~~t!ol1 stage computes a group of possible 
identifications for Wi (called Ni or its neighborhood) by matching a feature representa
tion of the image to the entries in a dictionary. The hypothesis testing phase uses the 
contents of a neighborhood to determine a specific set of feature tests that could be· exe
cuted to recognize Wi. The output of hypothesis testing is either a unique recognition 
of Wi or a set of hypotheses that contains the woni in the image. The global contextual 
analysis phase uses information about other words that have been recognized, such as 
their syntactic classification, to consttain the words that can be in Ni • The output is a 
neighborhood Nt of reduced size. 

3. Syntax Model 

The syntax .. of a sentence is summarized as the sequence of syntactic classifications 
for its words. Since it is known that the appearance of any tag probabilistically con
strains. the tags that can follow it, a Markov model is a natural representation for syn
tax [~O]. An example of such a probabilistic constraint is given by the probabilities 
that. certain syntactic classes follow an article in a large .sample of text. The word fol
lowing an article is a singular or mass noun in 51 percent of all cases and is an adjec
tive20. percent of the time. The other 29 percent of occurrences are scattered over 82 
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Figure 1. The text recognition algorithm. 

other syntactic classes with many never following· an article. 

The Viterbi· algorithm is a method for determining the sequence of classes with the 
nwPmum. a-posteriori probability that match a given set of recognition decisions for the 
words in a sentence [4]. The adaptation of the Viterbi algorithm to this problem is 
very similar to its use in postprocessing character decisions [5]. The Viterbi algorithm 
has also been successfully used for speech recognition [3]. 

Under the assumptions that sentence delimiters (periods) are perfectly recognized 
and the occurrence of a word recognition e~ in any position is independent of the 
occurrence ·of an e1T2l' in any other position, the Vit¢li algorithm determines the string 
of syntactic~lasses Z·= z()tZl, ••• ,z,.+l that maximize Bayes' formula: 

- - -
P(ZIX) = P(X IZ~P(Z) 1 

P(X) 

where X = .1'()tX 1, ... '%,.+1 is the sequence of feature vectors for the words in the sentence 

and .1'0 = .1',.+1 = Z 0 = z"+1 = period. 
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The independence and Markov as~umptions, as well as the fact that the maximiza
tion of equation 1 is independent of X reduces th~ maximization of equation 1 to the 
maximization of: 

11+1 n P(Xi IZ;) P(Zi IZi- 1) 2 
i=1 

over all possible Z, where P (Xi I Zi) is the conditional probability of the feature vector I 

Xi taking on its value given that the corresponding syntactic class is Zi' sometimes 
called a "confusion probability", and P (Zi I Zi-1) is the first order transition probability 
of the occurrence of syntactic class Zi given that syntactic class Zi -1 has been obsereved. 
To avoiQ. the combinatorial explosion inherent in calculating equation 2 for all possible, 
stri~gs Z, the Viterbi algorithm uses a dynamic programming formulation to transform 
the problem into one of graph searching with a computational requirement on the order 
of M2 operations, where M is the number of alternatives for any word image. The 
basic Viterbi algorithm is summarized: 

Procedure Viterbi(X ,z); 

classes := NULL; 
prev_cost := 1; 
for Word := 1 to Numwords+ 1 do { examine each word in sentence } 

begin 
_r~rj_:~ 1 tQN1!J'!l_alt~Word do { each alternative for c~nt word} 

begin 
for k := 1 to Num _altsword-1 do { how can it be reached from prevo word} 

SI: temp[k] := prev_cost[k] * P (XWord IZj ) * P (Zj 1 Z.t) 
partial_cost(j] := max(temp,u); 
temp_c}assesU] := concat(classes[u], Zj); 

end 
prev _cost := partial_cost; 
classes := temp_classes; 

end 
write(classes[l]); 

where, prey_cost and classes are vectors of real values and strings, ~velyt that 
have the same number of elements as the ~uin number of recognition decisions 
for any word. Prev _cost holds the· accumulated costs of reaching the alternatives for 
the previous word and word holds the corresponding strings of syntactic tags. 
Max(temp,u) returns the maximum of the elements in temp with the side-effect that u is 
set to the index of the maximum element; concat(classes[u], Zj) returns the result of 
concatenating Zj on the end of classes[u]. The algorithm operates one word at a time 
from left to right in a sentence. The words are numbered 0, 1, •.• ,Numwords+ 1, where 
Numwords is the number of words in the input sentence. The string of syntactic classes 
on the best-cost path is output from classes[l] after the last ·iteration. 
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A useful modification of the Viterbi algorithm is to allow it to find a fixed number 
of syntactic tag sequences, each of which have the next best cost among all possible 
alternatives. This modification is simply implemented by maintaining the desired 
number of alternative sequences and their costs at each point in the evaluation. The 
final result includes those sequences and their costs. 

4. Experimental Investigation 

Experimental tests were conducted to determine the ability of the Viterbi imple
mentation of syntactic constraints to reduce the number of word candidates 'that match 
any image. Given a sentence from a test sample of running text, a set of candidates for 
each word were produced by a model of the hypothesis generation portion of the word 
recognition algorithm. These candidates were looked up in a dictionary to retrieve their 
syntactic classes as well as their confusion probabilities. The Viterbi algorithm was 
then run on these data, using transition probabilities from another large text. Word can
didates were then removed if their syntactic classes did not appear in any of the results 
produced by the Viterbi. 

Performance was measured by determining the average number of words pr~sent 
in the neighborhoods before and after the application of syntax. The number of errors 
were also determined. An error occurred when the correct choice for a word was not 
present after the application of syntax. 

An example of applying the Viterbi for syntactic constraints is shown in Figure 2. 
The original input sentence is shown along the the top.of the figure (HE WAS AT 
WORK.). The complete neighborhoods for each word are shown Pelow the input 
words. Each word is shown along with its syntactic class and the confusion probability 
for that neighborhOod given the syntactic class. The different syntactic classes are 
explained in Appendix 1. The first and third words in the sentence have only one word 
in their neighborhoods. The second neighborhood contains eight different words, two 
of which have different syntactic classes. The fourth neighborhood contains six 
different words, one of which has three different syntactic tags. 

The transition probabilities are shown along the arcs. It is seen that some transi
tions, such as PPS-NNS never occurred in the training text and hence have a probab~ty 

~ of zero. Other transitions are much more likely, ~ucJt as PPS-VBD which has a proba-
bility of 0.3621. ' 

In this case, the top choice of the Viterbi algorithm was PPS-BEDZ-IN-NP and the 
second choice was PPS-BEDZ-IN-NN. In the top choice, three of the four classes 
encompassed the correct word. The correct answer for the fourth word (NN) was only 
contained in the second choice of the Viterbi. 
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Figure 2. Example of applying theViterbi algorithm . 
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4.1. Text database 

A soft copy (ASCII) text sample known as the Brown Corpus was used for these 
experime~ [9]. This text was chosen because it is large (over 1,()()(),()()() words ()f 
nmning text) and every word is tagged with its syntactic class. The corpus is divided. 
into 15 subject categories or genres. There are 500 individual samples of runniitg text 
in the corpus and. each one contains approximately 2000 words. The number of sam
ples in each genre differs depending on the amount published in that area at the time 
the corpus was compiled. The genres and the number of samples in each one are listed 
in Table 1. 

The syntactic tags used to describe words in the corpus are organized in six major 
categories: 

(1) parts of speech: nouns, verbs, adjectives, and so on. 

(2) function words: determiners, prepositions, conjunctions, and SO on. 

(3) important individual words: not, existential there, infinitival to, forms of do, be, 
and have. 

_g~nre . . ............ cat~gQIT ~o •. samples 
A. Press Reportage 44-
B Press Editorial 27 
C Press Reviews 17 
D Religion 17 
E Skills 36 
F Popular Lore 48 
G Belles Letttes . 75 
H Miscellaneous 29 
J Learned 80 
K General Fiction 29 
L ~ystery and Detective Fiction 24 
M Science Fiction 6 
N Adventure and Western Fiction 29 
P Romance and Love Story 29 
R Humor 9 

Table 1. The genres and the number of samples in each genre of the Brown Corpus. 
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(4) punctuation marks of syntactic imponance: ".", "(", ")", "-", ",", ":". 

(5) inflectional morphemes: noun plurals, and possessives, verb past, present and past 
,. :participle, and so on. 

(6) foreign or cited words. 

A tag sometimes has a 'U' affixed to it to indicate the word is a negation. Altogether, 
84 different tags were used in the experiments described in this paper. Thdse tags are ' 
listed in Appendix 1. 

4.2. Hypothesis Generation Algorithm 

The operation of the hypothesis generation algorithm was simulated by calculating 
the feature description for a word from pre-defined features for the letters in the word. 
All the words in a di.ctionary with the same feature description were. used as th~ neigh
borhood for an inpu~ word. 

The feature description is specialized for lower case characters because the experi
mentation is restricted to text written in lower case. The feature description includes 
verticai bars of different heights, dots, and empty spaces. These features were chosen 
because they can be reliably computed from images of text even if the characters touch 
one another [6]. The complete listing of this feature set is given below: 

- - ,,,~--. -'~"-~' '-''"~---

1. A significant area at ~tli~-oegiiffiffigor -enaofa-word-that--doe~~-no~ ~ containaverti-
cal bar (e.g., the space to the right of the vertical bar in a "c" or an "e"); 

2. A short vertical bar (e. g., the leg of aD "r' '); 

3. A long high vertical bar that extends above the main bar of the word (e.g., the 
ascender portion of a "b"); 

4. A long low vertical bar that- extends below the main body of the word (e.g., the 
descender in a "p"); 

5. Dots over short vertical bars (occurs in an "i"); 

6. Dots over long vertical bars (occurs in a "j"). 

When the feature description is applied to a word it yields a symbolic representa
tion that would correspond to the sequence of occurrence of the features in an image of 
the word. Thus, both "me" and "may" have a symbolic representation 22221 and the 
neighborhood of "me'" is {"me", "may"}. 

4.3. Exp~rimental Application 

The Viterbi algorithm for syntactic analysis was applied to genre A (newspaper 
reportage) of the Brown Corpus. The first sample in the genre (A01) was used as test 
data and the remainder as training data (A02-A44). The transition and confusion 
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probabilities were calculated from the training ·data. Because the words in the test data 
were assumed to be present in the image, the dictionaries were constructed from all of 
genre A. 

Performance was measured by calculating the average neighborhood size per text 
word before and after the application of syntax. This statistic is defined as: 

1 N. 
ANSt = - L TIS; 

Nw ;=1 

where Nw is the number of words in the test sample and TIS; is the number of words in 
the neighborhood for the i til word in the text. The error rate is the percentage. of words 
with neighborhoods that do not contain the correct choice after the application of syn
tax. 

In the example presented in Figure 2, N w is 4, TIS 1 = 1, TIS 2 = 8, TIS 3 = 1, and 

1IS4 = 6. ANSt =! (1+8+1+6) = 4.0. After the application of syntax, ANSt was 

reduced to 1.75. This is an overall reduction of about 44 percent in ANSt with a zero 
percent error rate. 

The results of applying syntactic constraints with the Viterbi algorithm to the 88 
sentences in AO! are shown in Table 2. The reduction in ANSt and error rates that 
were incurred with between one and five alternatives from the Viterbi are shown. the 
average neighborhood size per text word is reduced by about 50% in all cases. Surpris-

..... ···ingly,·the-er.ror-rate was· very· low; -less than about 2percentin·everyinstance~ 

no. ANSt ANSt % error 
alternatives before after reduction rate 

1 2.344 1.155 51% 2.20% 
2 2.344 1.186 49% 1.48% 
3 2.344 1.210 48% 1.17% 
4 2.344 1.231 47% 0.87% 
5 2.344 1.254 46% 0.76% 

Table 2. Performance of syntactic constraints. 
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s. Discussion and Conclusions 

An approach for incorporating syntactic constraints in a word recognition algo
rithm was presented. The recognition algorithm produced a series of choices for the 
words in a sentence. Syntactic constraints were used to remove some of these choices 
and thereby improve recognition performance. 

Syntax was modelled as a first-order Markov source and the Viterbi algorithm was 
used to find the sequence of syntactic classes that best fit the choices provided by the 
recognition algorithm. A modification of the Viterbi algorithm· provided several next
best alternatives for the syntactic class sequence as well as their costs. 

An experimental investigation of this approach was performed in which a simula
tion of the word recognition algorithm was run on a test sample of text. It was shown 
that the average number of choices that could match a word can be significantly 
reduced by the proposed algorithm for applying syntactic constraints with a very low 
cost in error rate. 

Future work on this approach will include the use of images to generate neighbor
hoods. More extensive experimentation with other portions of the corpus will also be 
performed. This will include consideration of second order transition probabilities as 
well as an interface to other syntactic information. The effect of loosening the restric
tion that the true word must appear in the lexicon will also be considered. 
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